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HELLO
Product marketing in the B2B space is particularly challenging. With the steadily increasing
number of stakeholders involved in purchase decisions, it’s now that much harder to understand,
connect with and win over each one separately before the decision to proceed with your
solution is made. You must now explain how your product offers value to each of them and their
priorities. Certainly no simple task.
There’s a lot riding on product marketing, so there was good reason for Regalix to conduct a
study, ‘State of Product Marketing 2019.’ In the study, we uncovered some interesting tidbits. For
one, 86% of marketers cite ‘creating quality content’ as the single most time-intensive activity in
their product marketing strategies. Somewhat distressingly, but in keeping with earlier findings,
relationship metrics such as ‘customer engagement level’ (29%) and ‘CSAT score’ (12%) are
laggards as far as metrics used to measure the impact of product marketing go.
In this edition of the Digital CMO Digest, we spoke with high-level executives involved in the
product marketing activities of leading organizations such as Pluralsight, Verint and Splunk. Their
perspectives and inputs will help you form a clear picture of the intricacies of product marketing,
the future of the discipline and the factors driving it in that direction.
Happy reading!

Nimish Vohra
SVP, Principal Analyst
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Product marketing
in high-growth
companies
Diego Lomanto is the Vice President of Product Marketing for UiPath. In
this role, he develops the framework for positioning, market strategy and
go-to-market delivery of UiPath’s products and services.
Diego has led both product and marketing organizations,
most recently as VP of Product Strategy for Verint Systems,
where he guided the strategy and development of products
with over $200 million in revenue. Prior to that, he
built marketing teams as CMO of Talent Inc and Vice
President of Marketing for Work Market, which was
recently acquired by ADP.
He is passionate about helping enterprise software
companies create product-to-market fit and crafting
marketing narratives that drive exponential growth.
Diego holds an MBA from the Leonard N Stern School
of Business, New York University, as well as a BS in
Marketing with Honors from Saint John's University.
He resides on Long Island, New York, and lives for the
excitement of startup culture. Additionally, he is the founder
of Tournament Poker Edge, a subscription-based, pokertraining community, which he founded in 2010.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the product marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

organizations position the differentiated value across
use cases, industries and functional domains.

// What are the different metrics you
track for evaluation of your product
marketing program performance?

Well, at my company, it’s relatively new. UiPath is
experiencing rapid growth. We surged to a valuation of
$3 billion in less than three years with annual recurring
revenue from $1 million to $100 million from 2014 to
2017. I joined in the summer of 2018 to build up the
company’s product marketing.

Product marketing is one of the hardest marketing
disciplines to measure. How do you know if your
story is resonating and if you are helping sales position
effectively? They are rudimentary but surveys are
helpful. In addition, we track sales cycle metrics, such
as opportunity size and sales velocity, to see if we are
making an impact with sellers.

As a successful enterprise software company, UiPath
has been into product marketing in some way, shape or
form. However, it was being done across many different
teams (product, sales, pre-sales, other marketing teams,
etc.) without a dedicated team. We have come in and
built a team and framework around product marketing
that creates consistency and elevates our positioning
and overall story.

// Which digital content assets have
you found to be most effective in your
product marketing program?
I love webinars, especially with customer panels. So
much content comes from one good webinar. You
can break a webinar down into several assets – white
papers, e-books, slide decks, customer stories, etc.

// How many product launches do
you conduct in a year? What are the
challenges that you face while designing
a product marketing plan?

// Which online channels have you
found to be most effective in meeting
your product marketing goals? Which
are your top three social media
platforms for a product launch?

We do four major enterprise releases a year but also
have monthly community releases. The challenge
is coordinating across two difference cadences and
synchronizing the messaging. If something comes out
in April for the community, it’s harder to create a buzz
for it in May for the enterprise because it is already
out there. So, we’re adapting to situations such as that.
Fortunately, the product is so compelling and users love
it so much that we can continually have a drumbeat from
not only product releases but also from user stories.

We are very active on LinkedIn and Twitter, but
honestly, our own forum/community is one of the best
channels. We have had over 200,000 people go through
our academy and have an active forum with over 24,000
users. It has just snowballed into the community for
RPA and we create a lot of word-of-mouth through the
community.

// What tools and technologies do
you use to run a successful product
marketing campaign?

// Can you give an example of the most
exciting product marketing campaign
run by your company?

We maintain marketing calendars and work
closely with our campaign teams and the tools
they use, such as marketing automation. In
addition, we leverage sales enablement
tools to help the customer-facing

We just recently launched our online RPA marketplace,
Go! We launched it at our customer event in London
and held a contest to drive users to build automation
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components for the marketplace. At the event, we
awarded 10 of our top users as MVPs. We created a ton
of buzz around the marketplace as a result and were
able to launch with hundreds of pre-built automations
with free downloads.

// What are the three product
marketing tips you would want to share
with our readers?
• Always think about the story you are trying to tell
and explain it to everyone in marketing. It will help
them build the consistency of message into their
work, which creates a natural synergy between
marketing teams.
• Make it easy for sales to tell your story as well.
Provide them with easy-to-find content. This is
often a challenge with a scaling business as more
people come on board and you may outgrow some
of your old tools. We’ve experienced this for sure,
but we’re making an effort to reduce complexity in
our organization.

How do you know
if your story is
resonating and if
you are helping sales
position effectively?

• Get out of your office and talk to customers,
analysts, salespeople and industry influencers as
much as possible. You have to create opportunities
for organic exposure to interesting insights that
you simply cannot think up on your own. It’s
amazing what customers do with your product.
They should inspire your story.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive product
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?
The biggest trend is no-fluff marketing. Customers don’t
want to hear marketing messages, they want to learn
about your product and hear about how others are
using it. You must have a great product and a strategy to
educate customers about it. I would focus on creating
great products, reducing friction when it comes to
getting started with your product, helping users connect
to each other and telling great customer success stories.
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Product marketing
in a modern B2B
enterprise
Kirsten Jepson is Director of Product Marketing at TELUS
International (TI), where she leads the research, development
and communication of TI’s global product and service offerings.
For the past 25 years, she has held senior product roles
with companies like Citibank, FIS and SYKES. She gets
satisfaction from being deeply involved with evolving
and refining product programs for B2B and B2B2C
organizations. Her main domains include financial
services, fintech, customer experience and digital
transformation.
About TELUS International
TELUS International (TI) is a customer
experience innovator with over 32,000 team
members. The company designs, builds and
delivers next-gen digital solutions for global
and disruptive brands. TI’s industry expertise
includes travel and hospitality, fintech, fastgrowing technology, games, healthcare
and communications. The company’s
integrated DX and CX solutions focus
on building human connections without
ever losing sight of what matters most
– the value of corporate culture and its
impact on engagement and innovation.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the product marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

quickly. We still do long-term planning, but it is around
the broader, enterprise-wide strategic goals that help
guide the selection of product launches throughout the
year.

TELUS International added the product marketing
function about two-and-a-half years ago to support
the company’s rapid growth and innovation. This move
focused resources to help us differentiate ourselves in
a saturated market with oftentimes similar offerings.
Since the addition of our global product marketing team,
we have helped elevate our position in the industry as a
leader in digital customer experience.

// What tools and technologies do
you use to run a successful product
marketing campaign?
We use Salesforce as our primary CRM. Our product
marketing team works closely with marketing
communications, product development, and sales and
operations to gather feedback as well. We also rely
on the research done by our corporate strategy team,
which leverages analyst feedback and insights, as well
as analyst databases. To date, I have not found one
tool or resource that provides what we need to drive
product marketing decisions. We need a combination
of inputs. As the product marketing function matures,
there are opportunities for vendors in this arena to
build tools and platforms that better assemble and blend
the various sources of information and data in order to
support better outcomes.

// How many product launches do
you conduct in a year? What are the
challenges that you face while designing
a product marketing plan?
Typically, our team will execute seven to 10 new product
launches per year, but this number can vary based
on the type of product/solution/offer. In addition, we
iterate and re-launch existing products in our portfolio.
This new product/existing product launch pattern and
cadence helps us attract new growth opportunities as
well as organic growth. This is different from other
companies I’ve worked for where we would launch one
massive, new-to-the-world product per year.

// What are the different metrics
you track for evaluation of product
marketing program performance?
• External performance metrics include sales funnel
growth, sales, click through and client feedback.

One challenge we face is the initial identification of
which product we should launch by looking at marketbased research and tapping into our team’s industry
knowledge and expertise. Based on all of the data that
is now available, coming to an agreement internally on
“the next-best offer” is sometimes more and not less
difficult as the challenge of correctly combining both
qualitative and quantitative data comes down to art and
science, which is at the core of a top-notch product
marketing team.

• Internal performance metrics include newsletter
opens, product knowledge center clicks, content
adoption, and positive and negative feedback from
users (qualitative).

// Which digital content assets have
you found to be most effective in your
product marketing program?

Another challenge we face is our short launch and
relaunch cycles that can be weeks and months versus
years. In our industry, we know that the speed of
change, innovations and shifting requirements demands
this level of flexibility. We use agile product marketing
– an approach that enables us to pivot, add and adapt

Our B2B audience includes organizations that are
making multi-million-dollar decisions when they work
with us. We provide assets that are high quality, buyercentric and contain information they can’t get from
other places, such as industry benchmarks, case studies,
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and research – assets that are focused on their specific
business needs.

Product marketing brings a honed approach to an
organization. As digital transformation becomes the
norm in organizations that offer software, platforms
or skilled people, product marketing teams will make
the difference between success and failure. Product
marketers have the ability to identify and highlight those
aspects of the organization and make it stand out from
the crowd.

We often develop iterations and variations with our
digital assets based on consumption. This keeps our
content relevant and timely. Once we discover what
resonates, we repurpose it and use it across various
channels. We do this in conjunction with our sales and
client relations teams.

Oftentimes, product marketers will leverage the tools
used by marketing, communications, sales and other
parts of the organization, and tune them for their own
use. In addition, product marketers in many enterprises,
especially mid-size companies, have a bit of an identity
crisis in that they have to continually challenge or defend
their contributions in the short term. There is often a
blurred line between marketing, product development
and product management. This can make it hard to
validate how product marketing fits in. Instead, for the
reasons I described, businesses need to re-assess the
way they invest in product marketing teams.

// Which online channels have you
found to be most effective in meeting
your product marketing goals?
We find LinkedIn and Twitter to be very effective for us.

// Can you give an example of the most
exciting product marketing campaign
run by your company?
I would say the rapid evolution in an organization that
helps the shift to a digital customer experience model
is the most exciting initiative. This effort is not exactly
done in one campaign, rather it is a series of campaigns.

// What are the three product
marketing tips you would want to share
with our readers?
• Be prepared to calibrate and realign regularly.

External
performance metrics
include sales funnel
growth, sales, click
through and client
feedback.

• Be flexible.
• Be prepared with qualitative and quantitative
information.

// What are the trends/technologies that
you think will drive product marketing in
the future? How should businesses gear
up for this?
Broadly, product marketing is a nascent profession that
is becoming more recognized, fueled by the focus on
digital transformation across all industries.
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Evolution
of product
marketing
into a
fluid,
marketdriven
operation
Lindsay Bayuk lis the VP, Product Marketing at
Pluralsight. She is passionate about technology, marketing,
entrepreneurship, and is an avid connector. She resides
in Salt Lake City and in her free time (likely with iPhone
in hand), you can find her taking in cultural and culinary
delights.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the product marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

to product marketing. All of our campaigns use tools
across the mar-tech landscape – from design tools that
visually bring our brand to life to analytics platforms for
measuring impact.

Our team started from scratch a little over two years
ago. We were lucky enough to start with a blank
slate and full support from our CMO. We’ve grown
from one person to 12 people. At Pluralsight, our
product marketing function includes four pillars –
market intelligence, positioning and messaging, product
launch and sales assets. Our global product marketing
team executes on all four pillars across all personas,
geographies, segments and products/features. In
addition, I recently introduced analyst relations and
customer advocacy to our team so we can more closely
work with industry analysts on shaping the tech skills
development space as well as telling the stories of our
customers.

// What are the different metrics you
track for evaluation of your product
marketing program performance?
Our marketing team is accountable for our B2B business
pipeline. So our primary metric is pipeline attribution.
We also look at pipeline influence, velocity, deal size,
close rates, initial feature usage and usage of collateral
by the sales team.

// Which digital content assets have
you found to be most effective in your
product marketing program?

// How many product launches do
you conduct in a year? What are the
challenges that you face while designing
a product marketing plan?

Any time we can build assets for the sales team that
they can customize without losing any brand integrity
or formatting, it’s a win! We use Seismic as our sales
enablement tool, which makes it really easy to distribute
documents and slides that can be customized.

We have a four-tier launch framework. We’ll execute
one or two Tier 1 launches, a few Tier 2 launches,
and many Tier 3 and Tier 4 launches in any given
year. We are very fortunate to have a product team
that uses Directed Discovery and has fully embraced
continuous integration and delivery. They are improving
experiences and shipping to production continuously.
And while this is great, it can also make it difficult for
sales and marketing to understand all the changes and
effectively communicate them to our customers at the
pace they are delivered. To bring a clear, value-driven
message to our customers and the market, we find the
stories in the features, bundle similar stories together
and create cohesive go-to-market strategies.

// Which online channels have you
found to be most effective in meeting
your product marketing goals? Which
are your top three social media
platforms for a product launch?
Our own platform is our best performing channel. We
have a product that our users love and recommend to
their friends. Other vehicles we use to get our message
into the market include our sales and digital marketing
teams.

// Can you give an example of the most
exciting product marketing campaign
run by your company?

// What tools and technologies do
you use to run a successful product
marketing campaign?

In the last two years, we have launched and announced
two major freemium products, Role IQ and Skill IQ, that
feed the marketing funnel in a substantial way. These
products, which include a social-sharing component,

Our marketing teams are highly integrated and
collaborative, so there isn’t a type of campaign specific
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have also contributed to brand awareness. Since the
launch of Skill IQ, more than 1.6 million technology skills
have been benchmarked worldwide.

// What are the three product
marketing tips you would want to share
with our readers?
• Product marketing is data-informed storytelling.
It’s a craft, not a job. And it requires creating clarity
from ambiguity. My advice is to talk to as many
product marketers as possible. Even then, the only
way to learn product marketing is to do it.
• Product marketing is #12 on Linkedin’s list of “The
most promising jobs of 2019.” If you’ve considered
joining the field, now is the time! And if you’re a
CMO or VP of Marketing and you don’t have a
product marketing team, you’re doing it wrong.
Product marketing is essential to building a datainformed, focused and persona-based go-to-market
strategy.

Any time we can
build assets for the
sales team that
they can customize
without losing any
brand integrity or
formatting, it’s a
win!

• Product marketing has been and will continue to
evolve dramatically as the processes and tools to
build products and deliver messages to market
change rapidly. The old world of product marketing
(writing market requirement docs and building onesheets) is dying. The new era of product marketing
is focused on market and customer research, and
has a fluid organizational structure that can quickly
respond to market and company demands.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive product
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?
Customer obsession and, for technology businesses,
continuous delivery are the two mega-trends impacting
product marketing today. Product marketing is the
“tip of the spear” for a go-to-market strategy. So as
businesses continue to move faster, product marketing
needs to maintain the lead out front.
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In product
marketing,
the emphasis
should be on
storytelling
As Director of Content Marketing at Verint, Kelly Koelliker is responsible
for the messaging and positioning of Verint Engagement Management, an
omnichannel customer service solution designed to help highly complex
organizations deliver optimized customer engagement. A part of Verint
since 2008, Kelly has held key positions in both sales and marketing in the
organization. She has extensive experience in the customer service industry,
with specific focus on knowledge management, natural language search and
CRM. Kelly holds a Bachelor’s degree in Linguistics and Computer Science
from the University of California, Los Angeles.
Interviewed by Aishani Majumdar
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// How has the product marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

create a message brief that is the “bible” for every new
product and how we are going to tell its story. The brief
is the source for all the components of a campaign –
emails, blogs, videos, datasheets, etc. We’re also using a
cool new tool called SalesTing that tracks how the sales
team is distributing content and measures which parts
of a campaign are getting the most attention.

At Verint, I transitioned from product marketing
to solutions marketing, where the focus was on a
combination of products and services, benefits and
outcomes. More recently, there’s been another shift
to content marketing, where the emphasis is on
storytelling. With this effort, the product details move
to the background, and the spotlight is on people
and how they resolved a business problem. It was a
challenge to make this shift at first because it requires a
different skillset – a more creative style using everyday
language rather than technical writing – but I have
grown to like it a lot.

// What are the different metrics
you track for evaluation of product
marketing program performance?
We use typical funnel-related metrics. From an internal
enablement perspective, we train our sales teams on
each campaign and measure how many people attended
training and passed a closing assessment. In turn, our
salespeople have goals for each campaign – number of
contacts and conversations, how many meetings it took
to close business on a particular opportunity, etc. We
also have external awareness goals – how many people
signed up for webinars, how many new leads we got as a
result of the content we distributed, etc.

// How many product launches do
you conduct in a year? What are the
challenges that you face while designing
a product marketing plan?
Like many companies, we are evolving to a more agile,
cloud-friendly, continuous improvement approach to
our launch structure. The result is we are launching
products and updates more frequently, usually three
to four launches a year for each product. With the
many products we have, it would be unwieldy to do a
marketing launch around each one. Instead, we launch
“In-Focus Campaigns,” where we select a story we want
to tell for the next six-to-eight weeks, showcasing a
topic such as employee engagement, the new General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or a recent
acquisition. My goal is to fit the new products we want
to talk about within the framework of these stories.

// Which digital content assets have
you found to be most effective in your
product marketing program?
Video, video, video. We are doubling down on video
because it is the most important digital asset today. But
it’s not just a matter of uploading something to YouTube
and crossing your fingers. First, you create your assets
and then you must find a way to get the optimal number
of views. We have learned how to title, tag and describe
a video with the right SEO language to get the most
views, and where to target the spend to promote them
in key areas. Social media such as LinkedIn and Twitter
are also a vital part of our programs to ensure we reach
the right audience. By doing this, we’ve seen a huge
improvement in our VerintTV hits on YouTube.

// What tools and technologies do
you use to run a successful product
marketing campaign?
The nuts and bolts haven’t changed. Marketing
automation software sends out messages and tracks
responses to each campaign. We also use search engine
optimization (SEO) tools to ensure we use the right
words to get the views we want. For consistency, we
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// Which online channels have you
found to be most effective in meeting
your product marketing goals? Which
are your top three social media
platforms for a product launch?

are many opportunities for the details later in the
sales cycle.
• Put the fancy marketing language away and use
simple words. Measure the reading level of your
content, and though it’s a challenge, strive to keep
it geared to eighth grade-level readers. Keep videos
under two minutes. It’s the simple stories that
stand out.

LinkedIn, Twitter and YouTube. We also are using
our online community as an effective platform. Our
community is still in its early stages, but we historically
sell most of our products to existing customers, so the
online audience is already prequalified with candidates
interested in information about new products and
services.

• When customers share their own stories, they
always get attention. The stories can be shared in
many ways. Sometimes, it’s not the costly, agencyproduced ones that get attention, but simply a
handheld camera recording of a customer telling
his or her story.

// Can you give an example of the most
exciting product marketing campaign
run by your company?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive product
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

Our workforce engagement campaign last May was
an incredible challenge. It dealt with approximately 15
products. To some, the launch seemed a bit daunting,
because it was so broad from a product marketing
perspective, but our team wasn’t worried. We didn’t
talk about the product. We brought it up to a higher
level and told stories about business challenges,
mentioning the products along the way. We showed
use cases that combined multiple products. We showed
how outcomes improved when employees had all the
tools they needed. The campaign had many components
– video, blogs, articles, eBooks and more. We also were
able to weave the story into messaging for our Engage
customer event, so there was a live component, which
you don’t always have with these campaigns. We also
developed a variety of high-level and deep-dive videos
to educate our sales team. Because we tracked the
success of the campaign, we were able to credit it as a
major influencer in Verint’s securing a seven-figure deal
with a large financial institution.

About seven years ago, companies started talking about
engaging with millennials in the workforce. What will
happen in the next five to seven years is that millennials
will be in charge and will be making the buying decisions.
As a result, the only thing that will matter to marketers
is how to engage with people who have been digitally
savvy since day one. Their voices/opinions will be the
only language that matters, and that will require some
changes in how sales and marketing operate. There
will be greater emphasis on video and digital channels.
In addition, since studies have shown that there is a
growing trend among consumers – especially younger
ones – to consider a company’s position on social issues
when making buying decisions, we will see this begin to
impact company messaging. I also believe that we’ll see
a greater blend between digital and content marketing
teams in the coming years.

// What are the three product
marketing tips you would want to share
with our readers?
• Be brief. Understand that marketing’s goal is to
excite people, not flood them with details. There
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Essential tips
for exceptional
product
marketing
Murthy Mathiprakasam is Director of Product Marketing for Splunk’s business analytics
products. Murthy has almost two decades of experience working with emerging high-growth
software technologies, including roles at Mercury Interactive/HP, Google, eBay, VMware, Oracle
and Informatica. His interest and passion in product marketing derived from a very early interest
in technology products, combined with an interest in analytical thinking and communications. He
has a unique combination of a technical background with the capacity to research and analyze
information and present that information in targeted ways. Murthy holds an MS in Management
Science from Stanford University and double BS degrees in Management Science and Computer
Science from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the product marketing
function evolved over the past few
years?

what segments of the population would be most likely
to prefer a product over its alternatives and why.

// What tools and techniques do
product marketers use today?

Candidly, I don’t believe the core discipline of product
marketing itself has changed that much. The biggest
challenge that product marketers face professionally
is, somewhat ironically, a lack of awareness of where
product marketers fit inside organizations. On the
one hand, product marketing job descriptions can
sometimes focus excessively on the tactical assets and
activities that are informed and directed by product
marketing, though not fully executed by them. On the
other hand, product marketing job descriptions can
often also be lofty with phrases like “develop compelling
messaging” or “design innovative communications.” My
personal favorite was a job description that called for
someone to build a “cohesive audience-centric marketshaking marketing plan.” So perhaps in that sense, the
understanding of the discipline itself has always been
a bit poor and has not particularly evolved much in
recent years.

Product marketers fundamentally require significant
leverage to be successful. Particularly in fastmoving markets, such as those commonly found in
the technology industry, every minute of a product
marketer’s time is a valuable investment in the
profitability and growth of the business. So careful
curation and optimization of one’s time is critical for
success. First, it is important to have leveraged means of
research. Intelligence about customers and competition
is never enough, so obtaining this data effectively can
make a very big difference. As a simple example of a
tool, Google Alerts provides a remarkably automated
and efficient way to track news across the web. Along
with Google Alerts, subscriptions to important mailing
lists and social media channels also help empower
product marketers with research that is constantly
and immediately pushed for consumption. As a specific
example, I subscribe to any mailing list that may cover
information about my competitors so that I am always
informed of the most recent competitive intelligence.
Second, it is important to have leveraged means of
analysis. If a product marketer can benefit from a lot
of customer and competitive data, one needs to have
smart ways of curating that data. Simple office tools like
word processing documents and spreadsheets can be
set up to collect incoming data but make it accessible
by search or quick pivot tables. As a specific example,
I often build spreadsheets with key customer statistics.
If I need to provide management with any summary
information about the profile of customers, I can often
provide it with a couple of simple manipulations. Tools
for research and analysis like this not only improve the
external efficacy of the content that is built based on
this research and analysis, but also help build strong
internal credibility when proposing new and modified
strategies.

Fundamentally, product marketers are strategists,
subject matter experts and market advocates who
uniquely combine an understanding of customer
needs and competitive context with an organization’s
product capabilities to develop a directional marketing
posture for a product or business line. At the core, a
product marketer’s goal is to understand why and how
a customer would want to buy a product, as well as why
and how a sales channel would be able to sell it. That
goal is achieved through a wide portfolio of assets and
activities that are executed in collaboration with a wide
organization of marketing and sales stakeholders. While
the execution of those assets and activities generally fall
on these other stakeholders, the quality and efficacy
of those investments is the principal determinant of an
effective product marketer.
More strategically speaking, product marketers identify
and define the positioning battlefield for their products
and lines of business. Product marketers research the
critical purchasing factors of greatest importance to
different segments of customers to assess and define
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// What metrics do you track in product
marketing?

comes precisely from marketers who believe that
exaggeration of a product’s benefits will somehow
may the product easier to sell or more desirable
to buy. In most cases, the exaggeration either
obviously lacks credibility, or even worse, may set
up a credible but false expectation that could lead
to poor customer satisfaction. Energy and passion
are great personal characteristics for product
marketers but also should not be at the expense
of focus or facts. Great product marketers are
credible and data-driven.

There are truly only a few metrics that really matter to
a product marketer and these are all the metrics that
assess the health of the sales and customer purchase
funnel. As raw leads enter the funnel and progress to
further stages of qualification, evaluation and close,
the product marketer is interested in the conversion
rate of leads as they pass through the funnel. While
the magnitude and volume of traffic through a product
line’s funnel is often out of the control of the product
marketer, the conversion rate through each stage is
absolutely an area of strong influence. If raw leads seem
to convert poorly into marketing qualified leads, perhaps
the early awareness content needs to be better tuned.
If marketing qualified leads are not converting into sales
qualified leads or sales qualified leads are not converting
into accepted opportunities, perhaps internal sales
development teams need more training. If opportunities
are not closing, perhaps field organizations need more
training. Each organization’s purchase funnel is different,
but product marketing has a unique role in monitoring
the funnel to maximize its efficacy.

• Listen but also talk: The most difficult balancing act
for most product marketers is the need to research
as well as analyze information, while also facilitating
the communication of that information to others.
This balancing act often defines the effectiveness of
a product marketer. Great product marketers are
strategic filters and conduits of information.
• Aspire to be creative and exceptional but plan
to be realistic: As product marketers invest their
time and communications skills in different assets
and activities, there are often unique risks and
opportunities that come along. The tried-and-true
approach to solving a problem may yield a known
benefit. But creative out-of-the-box experiments
can also often yield new and previously unknown
benefits. Find a way to deliver realistic results,
while also being open to new and creative ways
to unrealistic outcomes. Great product marketers
deliver creatively and reliably.

// Which content assets have you found
to be most effective?
Content, whether consumed by an internal audience
or an external one, must be fit for purpose. Effective
content varies dramatically between B2C and B2B
organizations. Effective content varies dramatically
between organizations in the same industry. There
is no singular best practice for content other than to
have the discipline and agility to measure and monitor
what works so that investments in new content are
constantly updated for maximum success.

• Collaborate obsessively but strategically: A
product marketer accomplishes nothing on their
own. While all product marketers must bring a
core level of subject matter expertise to their
organizations to establish credibility, most
programmatic execution ultimately requires heavy
collaboration with a wide variety of people in
different disciplines with their own unique needs
and requirements. Empathy and appreciation for
those unique requirements and responsiveness
towards meeting them help a product marketer
achieve better outcomes with other teams. At the
same time, the collaboration plane for a product

// What are some critical tips you would
want to share with our readers about
effective product marketing?
• Be enthusiastic but not hyperbolic: One of my pet
peeves is the perception by non-marketers that
marketing is full of “fluff.” That poor perception
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marketer can be quite expansive and it is very easy
to be overwhelmed by requests for support. Great
product marketers work in teams but also set
appropriate expectations.
• Delight your team and delight your customer: The
best product marketers recognize that they are
exposed to a wider group of people than most
other jobs in the organization. Every day, you
are listening to and communicating with dozens
of internal and external stakeholders. Recognize
that every one of those engagements matters and
that no two are quite the same. Enjoy the thrill of
the challenge and be the source of humor, fun and
positivity when it is needed the most. Seek not only
to inform but to understand, educate, empower
and inspire all those around you.

My personal favorite was a
job description that called for
someone to build a “cohesive
audience-centric market-shaking
marketing plan.
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Winning the
modern enterprise
consumer with
product marketing
Irshad Raihan is Director of Product Marketing at Red Hat and is responsible for strategy, thought
leadership and go-to-market execution. Previously, he held senior product marketing and product
management positions at HPE and IBM for big data and data management products. Irshad holds
an MBA from Carnegie Mellon University and a Master’s in Computer Science from
Clemson University. He is based in Northern California and can be reached on
Twitter @irshadraihan.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh

// How has the product marketing function
evolved in your company over the past few
years?
The biggest difference is changing from an inside-out to an outsidein model. We focus on customer pain points and work our way
backwards into the solutions we present to them to solve those
problems. Given the complex and varied nature of product lines at
Red Hat, it is important to put customers first.

// How many product launches do you conduct in
a year? What are the challenges that you face while
designing a product marketing plan?
We have up to eight different product/service lines, each with their
own schedule of major and minor launches through the year.
Given the pace of growth at the company, the biggest
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challenges are around coordinating launches to optimize
share of voice and demand-generation efforts.

It varies by product line but we usually target the key
decision-maker audience for each product line, followed
by the key influencer audience. In many cases, those
two could be quite varied in the type and frequency of
marketing collateral consumed.

// What tools and technologies do
you use to run a successful product
marketing campaign?

The top three social media platforms to drive awareness
and demand generation are LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter.

We use a mixture of third-party and in-house tools
to manage various aspects of a campaign. From lead
generation to event execution to product planning,
we rely on cloud-based tools for greater access and
availability for our internal stakeholders.

// Can you give an example of the most
exciting product marketing campaign
run by your company?

// What are the different metrics
you track for evaluation of product
marketing program performance?

It has got to be Red Hat Summit 2019.

// What are the three product
marketing tips you would want to share
with our readers?

• Share of voice measured through digital channels
• Number of attendees at marquee events related
to a program

• Understand and segment your target audience
carefully

• Response rates of ABM and customer-focused
events/workshops

• Align product marketing message to the pain points
of your customers and optimize according to their
industry vertical

• Heat maps and return visitors for web properties
• Engagement in thought leadership webinars and
online events

• Use the agile model to iterate and course-correct
based on quantifiable results from your campaign

// Which digital content assets have
you found to be most effective in your
product marketing program?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive product
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

It varies by type of program but we usually find a
mixture of thought leadership or analyst-driven content
rated very highly from early funnel audience. For late
funnel acceleration, any online tools that demonstrate
the tangible value of our products, including product
demos and ROI tools, are effective.

• Many customers demand a try-and-buy experience
on the vendor’s website
• The line between decision-makers and influencers
is blurring

// Which online channels have you
found to be most effective in meeting
your product marketing goals? Which
are your top three social media
platforms for a product launch?

• Creating content for mobile platforms should be a
core design principle
• Artificial intelligence is starting to make its way into
product marketing to help measure and optimize
success
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Remain
curious
and don’t
lose sight
of the
customer
Scott Kolman is the Vice President of Product and
Corporate Marketing at Five9, with responsibility
for the overall messaging and promotion of the Five9
product portfolio. In this role, Scott oversees corporate
marketing functions, including media relations and
branding, analyst relations, customer marketing,
partner and channel marketing, and portfolio
marketing. Scott has an extensive background in the
marketing of enterprise solutions and is a recognized
professional with expertise in the contact center, cloud
and customer experience industries. Prior to Five9,
Scott held leadership positions at Genesys, Synchronoss
Technologies, SpeechCycle, Amdocs, Lucent
Technologies and Octel Communications. Scott is a
frequent speaker at industry conferences and events as
well as a prolific blogger.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the product marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

// What are the different metrics
you track for evaluation of product
marketing program performance?

The biggest change to Five9 product marketing directly
parallels the company’s overall growth and our move
from initially servicing the SMB market to today, where
we provide cloud contact center solutions, scaling from
three agents to several thousand. We have also moved
from a North American focus to now serving customers
globally. All of this increased the focus on developing
and communicating company and industry thought
leadership, increased the importance of engaging with
industry analysts and other influencers, and helped to
work more closely with sales to support new business
opportunities.

I have always found it challenging to identify metrics
unique to product marketing as most product marketing
programs are closely intertwined with other marketing
functions, such as digital marketing, events and analyst
relations, and as such, they share common metrics. A
few that come to mind that we closely track:
Product launches: Number of analyst and media
briefings, number of positive articles/reports, total
media and social impressions, rank and percentage
of share of voice, demand generation, LinkedIn
impressions, webinar registrants and attendees, web
visits, customer communications and more. From an
internal perspective, we measure training by recording
the number of attendees for launch/product training or
messaging, for example.

// How many product launches do
you conduct in a year? What are the
challenges that you face while designing
a product marketing plan?

On regular basis: Obtain hard data on the effectiveness
of content and messaging, including how much new
content is created, number of downloads (internally and
externally), analyst briefings, social tweets and posts,
and for competitive, number of new field alerts and
battle cards.

In the past, we would typically launch a major release
once every 12-18 months. The speed of the cloud and
agile development changed all of that. Last year, we
rolled out three major software releases and expect
a similar frequency moving ahead. What has also
changed is that, with the cloud, all your customers
immediately have access to the new capabilities. From
a product marketing perspective, this has required a
more formalized launch process that allows for faster
cycle times.

The key to all of this is to pull as much data as possible
to determine what actually works, and if it doesn’t, fix
it or stop doing it.

// Which digital content assets have
you found to be most effective in your
product marketing program?

// What tools and technologies do
you use to run a successful product
marketing campaign?

It really depends on the topic. However, it is clear that
there is a growing interest in video and other short-form
assets. This directly parallels the changes in consumer
behavior. Target buyers have less time to spend reviewing
a lengthy white paper or comprehensive report. So any
way marketing can break up the information into more
“bite-sized” assets, such as infographics, short video
clips or tip sheets, the better.

One thing that has really helped us is the use of a number
of collaboration tools – be it keeping current plans and
schedules by managing from a shared server such as
Google spreadsheets, the use of project planning tools
such as Asana or even the use of Slack to create tailored
launch channels. All of this has really helped us to keep
everyone informed even with rapid changes, while
simultaneously elevating the degree of collaboration.
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// Which online channels have you
found to be most effective in meeting
your product marketing goals? Which
are your top three social media
platforms for a product launch?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive product
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?
A key trend not only in product marketing, but in
marketing overall, is the continued explosion of data
and information. We have more information available
to us than ever before. While this is good, it is only
valuable if actionable, and that places a lot of pressure
on product marketing professionals to dig through
the data and pull out the gems. It also means resisting
the urge to just collect data and instead stick to what
generates actionable insights. Customers continue to
be more knowledgeable about the industry, companies
and offerings. By the time they engage with you at an
industry event or with a sales representative, they know
more than ever before. That means we must create
provocative points of view and to develop compelling
insights that challenge the status quo and general
assumptions to show value and cut through the noise.

For social media, the top three platforms we use are
LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.

// Can you give an example of the most
exciting product marketing campaign
run by your company?
Last year, we launched our Spring Release 2018
highlighted by the introduction of Five9 Genius – a
new artificial intelligence layer to our platform. What
was exciting about the launch was the way the entire
marketing organization came together to leverage all
programs to maximize the impact of the launch. A few
critical success factors in the launch were
(1) upfront planning and messaging testing with key
audiences, including the leading industry analysts, to
ensure our message was clear, compelling and believable;
and
(2) engagement across all parts of marketing and sales
on what we were announcing, our point of view and why
it mattered.

A key trend not
only in product
marketing, but in
marketing overall,
is the continued
explosion of data
and information.

// What are the three product
marketing tips you would want to share
with our readers?
Don’t get too caught up in what you know, or think
you know: Focus on obtaining the data to validate your
assumptions.
Voice of the customer: Map messaging to what it means
to your customer. If you can’t articulate a tangible and
compelling benefit, it doesn’t matter.
Remain curious: Never stop asking questions, be it to
analysts, your product organization or customers.
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Tools,
talent and
technology
will unlock
new growth
for product
marketers
As Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer,
John McIndoe is responsible for IRI’s corporate brand, corporate
communications and integrated marketing efforts. He drives the
company’s corporate positioning, branding and identity, marketing
campaigns, public relations, social media and field marketing
programs to ensure strong connections with customers and
constituents. He also oversees IRI’s internal communications and
industry relations efforts. McIndoe possesses more than 20 years of
experience in achieving superior marketing results.
Before joining IRI, McIndoe was with InstallShield Software
Corporation, a leading enterprise software firm. Earlier in his
career, he led communications and media development for Fargo
Electronics, a Minnesota-based developer of specialized computer
hardware equipment. Prior to Fargo, he held senior marketing and
communications positions in the high-tech agency sector with Ruder
Finn, Inc. and Parallax Technology Group, Chicago-based public
relations and integrated marketing firms, respectively.
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We conduct approximately 10 comprehensive and 20
more minor product launches each year. Each launch
includes a unique set of challenges. The three most
common are

McIndoe earned his Bachelor’s degree in Communications
with a concentration in Business and Marketing from
Bradley University and is a member of The CMO Club, the
Marketing Executive’s Networking Group (MENG), the
Business Marketing Association and Executives’ Club of
Chicago.

• Targeting the correct decision maker: Whether
the product is aimed at consumer packaged goods
(CPG) companies, retailers or media agencies,
decision-making has become a much more complex
affair as these organizations attempt to maximize
ROI from every purchase or subscription. There
are often representatives from several different
disciplines within the organization involved in a
final decision.

Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh

// How has the product marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

• Identifying the optimal mix of marketing activities
to impact and motivate the decision-maker to
inquire and enter the sales pipeline: Just as an
example, for more senior decision-makers at a
retailer, the optimal tools might include direct mail,
printed articles in publications and presentations
at conferences. For decision-makers at a digital ad
agency, the optimal tools might include social posts
and online video case studies.

If I had to pick two words to describe the evolution
of product marketing over the past few years, they
would be "diversified" and "distracted." Diversified in
the sense that the number of tools available to identify,
target, impact, track and measure target audiences
has grown enormously. Just a couple of examples: 10
years ago, it would have been impossible to identify
specific verified purchase behavior of a household,
which helps immensely when targeting potentially highvalue consumers; 10 years ago, it also would have
been impossible to adjust the media, message or other
variables of a campaign mid-flight to improve campaign
performance, and that's a solution that's readily available
today.

• Closing the deal: Because multiple disciplines are
involved in decision-making and there is little room
for experimentation and an increased focus on
revenue and market share, finalizing deals has
become increasingly difficult and requires a much
longer runway.

I say distracted because whether the target is consumers
or business audiences, decision makers receive more
marketing messages than ever before. The number
batted around states that consumers receive 5,000
ad messages per day. However, that figure is from
2007. The number is more likely double that today.
Simply getting the decision-maker's attention can be a
herculean task, much less convincing him or her to click
a link, buy a product or take another desired action.

// What tools and technologies do
you use to run a successful product
marketing campaign?
This is a somewhat complicated question at IRI because
we have clients in multiple industries that often interact
with each other and we also take a multi-channel
approach. To illustrate this, IRI has a large and very
active sales team that is continuously interfacing with
CPG, retail and digital media clients and prospects. We
also have a team that seeks out and forms partnerships
with data, analytics and technology partners. In addition
to continuously reaching out to our targets, a digital

// How many product launches do
you conduct in a year? What are the
challenges that you face while designing
a product marketing plan?
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media agency or technology partner might include IRI in
their own outreach to a CPG or retail company.

a wide range of topics related to CPG, retail and
digital media. The topics vary widely and address
hot-button issues as identified by our clients.
Recent reports have focused on in-flight campaign
optimization, address retail out-of-stock issues,
and mergers and acquisitions opportunities brands
and retailers can adopt to shore up weaknesses in a
particular category or niche, enter a new category
or niche, or build on an existing strength.

To offer a sample of the tools we use to run campaigns,
we subscribe to Act On for marketing automation
and since we market in-flight and post-campaign
measurement capabilities, we utilize many of our own
tools as well.

// What are the different metrics
you track for evaluation of product
marketing program performance?

• Analytics Edge: This is a highly targeted publication
produced by our strategic analytics team and
targeted at senior analytics professionals working
at IRI’s CPG and retail clients. It highlights key
trends, new approaches and related content
designed to demonstrate our advanced expertise
in complex analytics.

We target multiple audiences and typically take a multichannel approach to product marketing, which is why
there are a variety of metrics we employ to evaluate
performance. Sales lift is the common denominator
of all product marketing activities. Other metrics IRI
employs focus on percentage adoption among CPG and
retailers – for example, 90 of the top 100 retailers by
revenue utilize an IRI solution, sales and market share
uplift generated by the solution for IRI clients, and
market adoption versus similar solutions offered by IRI
competitors.

// Which online channels have you
found to be most effective in meeting
your product marketing goals? Which
are your top three social media
platforms for a product launch?
The three channels IRI focuses on are LinkedIn, YouTube
and Facebook. LinkedIn enables us to highlight the
breadth and depth of our management team and
thought leaders through posts, longer-form articles
and links to other IRI content. We have strategically
and dramatically increased our use of video, both to
highlight our management and thought leaders, but
also the effectiveness and features of our solutions. We
utilize Facebook to support product announcements,
and also to provide commentary on industry activity
and trends and highlight IRI thought leaders as speakers
at conferences. We have a slightly different but
complementary strategy for each channel that together,
we believe, provides a fully developed picture of IRI's
strategy, market and product leadership, and results.

// Which digital content assets have
you found to be most effective in your
product marketing program?
We target multiple audiences, so we need to create a
wide range of digital content assets, with the objective
of ensuring at least one type of asset positively impacts
each audience. Three of the assets that have gained
traction with the widest range of our targets are
• New Product Pacesetters: This annual report
highlights the food and beverage, and non-food and
beverage products that have recorded the highest
first-year sales. It also dissects the trends that have
fueled the success of these products. The report
has gained such a following among our clients,
partners and the media that its publication has
become an industry-wide event.

// Can you give an example of the most
exciting product marketing campaign
run by your company?

• Points of View: These are periodic white papers on

About 18 months ago, IRI launched its Personalization
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// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive product
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

Suite, a series of solutions to radically transform how
CPG and retail companies interact with current and
targeted shoppers. None of our competitors had
or has a suite of solutions as effective and feature
rich as IRI's. Given the importance of this launch, we
secured a generous budget, significant lead time for
planning, mindshare of the thought leaders behind
the product and extraordinary commitment from the
sales team. The IRI marketing team made the most of
these resources and launched a complex, multi-channel
effort that integrated print and digital advertising, email
marketing, media and industry analyst coverage, social
media, video, content development and more. The
campaign as a whole surpassed success metrics in terms
of sales and each individual component topped the
metrics we put in place.

Just to name three, the advent of 5G will dramatically
increase the viability of mobile marketing and give
marketing teams and their agencies the ability to
develop creatives as effective as that created for larger
screens. Within the next five years, mobile devices
will also have screens significantly larger than current
models, enabled through the use of folding or rolling
technology that is under development. Lastly, analytics
tools will enable truly personalized targeting, helping to
create true 1:1 engagement between a brand or retailer
and the consumer, or between an organization and its
business customers.

// What are the three product
marketing tips you would want to share
with our readers?
First, if you divide any product marketing campaign,
whether it's email marketing, advertising, social media or
something else into five elements – planning, targeting,
execution, measurement and optimization – it's critical
to get all five elements exactly right. A weakness in any
one element will negatively impact the others. Don't
skimp on targeting, for example, or you may wind up
promoting dog food to people who don't own dogs.

The vast majority of
CPG products, for
example, are line
extensions – XYZ
product, "now with
lemon scent."

Next, take risks. The vast majority of CPG products,
for example, are line extensions – XYZ product, "now
with lemon scent." While the success rates for true
new products is low (but greater than the 10% typically
discussed in the media), that one home run can put an
emerging company on the map or revive an organization
that might be struggling.
Finally, the most successful campaigns and product
launches I’ve ever worked on have always utilized every
part of the company; from C-level execs to interns.
Having full cooperation from every employee in every
department – whether you think they are relevant or
not (they all are!) – can mean the difference between
success and failure.
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Marketing products
the social media way
Using social media effectively

Rajesh Nanarpuzha is an Assistant Professor of Marketing
at IIM Udaipur. Previously, he has worked as a brand
manager in Dabur, and as a business consultant in the
retail and consumer goods domains at Cognizant and
Tata Consultancy Services. Rajesh has an MBA from IIM
Indore and a doctorate in marketing from IIM Ahmedabad.

Cawsey and Rowley (2016) classify B2B organizations
into social businesses, social media users,and social
experimenters, based on their maturity in social
media usage. On one end of the spectrum are social
businesses, marked by their ability to fully integrate
social media usage across their business and marketing
strategies. On the other end are social experimenters,
who are exploring the benefits of social media in their
organizations. As a first step, it is imperative that a
baselining exercise be done at the organizational level
to ascertain where the organization currently is, on
this spectrum. This is particularly important as social
media strategies need to be developed keeping in mind
the organizational buying context (Swani, Brown, &
Milne, 2014). It is also important to note that B2B
organizations’ use of social media has been found to be
acquisition oriented, rather than relationship oriented
(Iankova et al., 2018). The implication is that B2B
organizations are wary of the risks of social media use
in maintaining customer relationships. To harness the
power of social media in B2B product marketing, it is
important that social media usage be embraced. Given
this, Swani, Brown, and Milne (2014), and Swani et al.
(2017) offer three general directions for the effective
use of social media for product marketing in the B2B
space

Most B2B firms are continuously navigating a tightrope
– balancing their product-centric ambitions and their
service aspirations. This is because, for many productcentric businesses in the B2B space, a logical next step
is always to develop complementary service offerings.
This is especially pertinent as a service addition to a B2B
product is considered an effective means of improving
product differentiation in the marketplace (Raddats &
Easingwood, 2010).
However, a service addition to an existing B2B product
raises its own challenges. One such challenge relates
to how customers assess the intangible benefits from
a service addition. Raddats and Burton (2011) mention
that it is the intangible benefits of a B2B offering,
including improved ease of operations, better skill levels,
and better working conditions which are the most
difficult for customers to assess. ‘Product marketing’ in
a B2B environment, therefore, must involve additional
interventions beyond service additions. One such
avenue for product marketing in B2B settings, that
is less understood, is the use of social media. As
Michaelidou, Siamagka, and Christodoulides (2011)
mention, the contribution of social media in achieving
brand objectives in B2B settings is unclear due to a
paucity of systematic research. However, this is changing
and academic research on social media in B2B settings
is gathering steam. In this article, I look at academic
research to suggest potential social media interventions
for effective product marketing in B2B environments.

1. Use a combination of emotional and functional
appeals – Viewer engagement is higher for social media
messages which combine emotional and functional
appeals. Particularly for pre-existing customers,
emotional appeals tend to be more effective.
2. Use corporate branding more than product branding
– Swani et al. (2017) mention that social media
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messages which incorporate the corporate brand name
meaningfully are liked better by viewers. A possible
reason could be customer interest in associating with
prominent corporate brands.

Twitter communications. Industrial marketing management, 43
(5), 873-881.
7. Swani, K., Milne, G. R., Brown, B. P., Assaf, A. G., & Donthu,
N. (2017). What messages to post? Evaluating the popularity
of social media communications in business versus consumer
markets. Industrial Marketing Management, 62, 77-87.

3. Provide information search cues but avoid hard-sell
– Swani et al. (2017) find that viewer comments tend
to be higher for information heavy posts that focus
on technical specifications and product information.
However, social media messages which tend to sell B2B
products aggressively are greeted with suspicion.

.

CMO implications
Research on the use of social media for product
marketing in B2B settings is still in its infancy. However,
some clear directions have begun to emerge. As a
first step, it is important for the CMO to baseline the
organization’s existing social media usage for product
marketing. Any further changes should be cognizant
of the organization’s unique buying context. Finally,
there should be a clear acknowledgement that viewer
reactions to social media messaging varies between B2B
and B2C contexts. An effective social media intervention
in B2B settings could turn into a competitive advantage
for CMOs who are willing to embrace the challenge.
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